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1. 【4】 Lawyers need to have a strict ethical responsibility to advocate
__________ on behalf of their client.
(1) fantastic (2) fantastically (3) zealous (4) zealously
2. 【1】 __________ of fat in the liver can be alleviated by secreting lipids into
the blood stream.
(1) Accumulation (2) Adding (3) Gather (4) Mass
3. 【3】 The light microscopes use visible light or ultraviolet rays to __________
specimens. They include brightfield, darkfield, phase-contrast, and
fluorescent instruments.
(1) complicate (2) extinguish (3) illuminate (4) spot
4. 【2】 This article provides an overview of the __________ effect in the earth's
atmospheric by briefly exploring the nearby planets and gases.
(1) barn (2) greenhouse (3) hothouse (4) storage
5. 【3】 In a special meeting of the board of trustees, the board voted
__________ to support the bond referendum.
(1) divergently (2) popularly (3) unanimously (4) zippingly
6. 【4】 The __________ provides leadership for the district's programs and is
ultimately responsible for all areas of the district's operation.
(1) abluent (2) keeper (3) observer (4) superintendent
7. 【1】 Becoming more __________ could be the ticket to a better health and
longer life, as our weight, our diet, whether we exercise or smoke would
determine how healthy we are.
(1) conscientious (2) corrupt (3) honest (4) vulgar
8. 【2】 Family histories, biographies, oral and video history, and archival
material about the __________ of the local famous people are kept in
our library.
(1) coolants (2) descendants (3) informant (4) oxidant
9. 【3】 __________ of a business involves selling the assets of the firm, paying
liabilities, and distributing any remaining assets.
(1) Demolition (2) Investigation (3) Liquidation (4) Neutralization
10. 【1】 Within the EU member states, __________ recognition is a remarkable
innovation facilitating economic intercourse across borders.
(1) mutual (2) related (3) separate (4) unshared
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11. 【3】 __________ points offer bean-to-cup coffee, ice cream, snacks, and
freshly made sandwiches. Do come to join us!
(1) Crossroad (2) Intersection (3) Refreshment (4) Starter
12. 【2】 When you're really busy, hanging a sign “Do Not ___________” at your
door is handy for reducing the number of interruptions you get.
(1) Come (2) Disturb (3) Enter (4) Talk
13. 【2】 The few philosophers developing accounts of __________ generally
agree that it is characterized by a particular sort of deception -- they
pretend to be morally better than they really are.
(1) courtesy (2) hypocrisy (3) kindness (4) speciousness
14. 【1】 That dream of yours to travel all the countries in the world was
__________ very agreeable yet very far from the reality.
(1) doubtless (2) pantiless (3) quaintness (4) righteousness
15. 【4】 Leaders from the __________ world gathered at Harvard University last
weekend to examine the issues of climate change causing hunger in
Africa and flood in South Asia.
(1) educational (2) industrial (3) medical (4) scientific
16. 【4】 Donald Trump formally accepted the __________ Party's 2016
presidential nomination and finally won the campaign to become the
America president.
(1) Democratic (2) Green (3) Libertarian (4) Republican
17. 【2】 Notice how the principle has strengthened in these forms which should
be more correctly called the law of parsimony, or the rule of
__________.
(1) publicity (2) simplicity (3) totality (4) whimsicality
18. 【4】 One of the bad writings is that some prepositions are considered
__________ and, therefore, are not needed in the sentences of the essay
writing.
(1) scare (2) slanderous (3) spare (4) superfluous
19. 【3】 The __________ educational authorities work in partnership with school
districts, government departments of education, and others to use data
and research to improve academic outcomes for students.
(1) abnormal (2) neutral (3) regional (4) universal
20. 【1】 In this lawsuit, each suspect is placed in a separate cell, and offered the
opportunity to __________ to the crime.
(1) confess (2) level (3) mask (4) withhold
21. 【2】 To report to pay the income tax, the government allows the amount of
taxes __________ from your pay, both for the current pay period and
the calendar year to date.
(1) added (2) deducted (3) knocked (4) refused
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22. 【3】 Relative __________ is the amount of moisture in the air compared to
what the air can "hold" at that temperature.
(1) human (2) humanity (3) humidity (4) humidor
23. 【1】 If you hear or witness a __________ situation: Remove yourself from
any danger by leaving the immediate area.
(1) hostage (2) leakage (3) orphanage (4) teenage
24. 【4】 The __________ of two open channels is a common occurrence in many
hydraulic structures ranging from waste water treatment facilities to fish
passage conveyance structures.
(1) divorce (2) enforce (3) hydration (4) junction
25. 【3】 While the vast majority of farm __________ is still acquired for cash or
with a conventional loan, leasing is also a popular choice.
(1) confectionery (2) deanery (3) machinery (4) tannery
26. 【2】 A public __________ is when a person unreasonably interferes with a
right that the general public shares in common.
(1) joy (2) nuisance (3) pleasantry (4) snobbishness
27. 【4】 There is a law in education which gives protections about the use of
__________ and isolation for students with disabilities.
(1) resaddle (2) rescript (3) reshelve (4) restraint
28. 【2】 If you are working closely on a research project, __________ who owns
the data being collected and whether others will be able to have access.
(1) arrange (2) clarify (3) confuse (4) explain
29. 【1】 He was sent to a(n) __________ to study Christian religion by his
parents when he was only ten.
(1) abbey (2) gymnasium (3) orphanage (4) studio
30. 【4】 When you tap your foot to the music, you are "keeping the beat" or
following the structural __________ pulse of music.
(1) adynamic (2) epidemic (3) photothermic (4) rhythmic
31. 【2】 Job vacancies available nowadays increasingly require students to
possess fundamental writing and critical thinking and discernment skills.
___________, writing in itself is an important assessment tool for
higher-level learning.
(1) But (2) Furthermore (3) However (4) Notwithstanding
32. 【1】 __________ it's only the first day, I can tell this is going to be a boring
course.
(1) Even though (2) If (3) Moreover (4) In addition to
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33. 【3】 This reason for favoring consequentialism seems confused.
__________, consequentialism holds that actions do matter, because
they are among their own consequences.
(1) Additionally (2) Besides (3) For one thing (4) Nonetheless
34. 【4】 It has been explained, as demonstrated, __________, by success in
carrying out assigned duties and responsibilities, efficiency, productivity
and relationship with colleagues.
(1) at the same time (2) conversely (3) equally (4) for example
35. 【4】 I shouldn’t watch the film now. I need to __________ and study as I
need to submit my research paper next week.
(1) get up (2) get off the film (3) sit back (4) stay on track
36. 【4】 Heavy metals in cement and concrete __________ the co-incineration of
wastes in cement kilns with regard to the legitimacy of waste utilization.
(1) in other words (2) likely (3) on the contrary (4) resulting from
37. 【1】 The choirs of the university have been invited to sing __________
Luciano Pavarotti, a famous tenor working with Juilliard singers on
Italian opera arias.
(1) alongside (2) at the same time (3) beginning with
(4) simultaneously
38. 【2】 How is depression __________ sadness? Sadness follows losses or
disappointments, and is a normal part of any fully lived life, whereas
depressed people often feel undue guilt or self-criticism.
(1) contrarily (2) different from (3) equally important (4) in spite of
39. 【2】 Buddhism has three principle symbols of the Buddha, symbolizing birth,
enlightenment, and nirvana -- standing, sitting, and lying: the three main
postures man can assume. __________ that Buddhism is deeply
concerned with human affairs in various forms of peaceful existence,
and not in any phase of warlike activity.
(1) Although (2) From this, we see (3) In the background
(4) Otherwise
40. 【1】 Graduating seniors are invited to a free “__________ Alumni Lunch” to
celebrate their academic success.
(1) Almost (2) Also (3) Finally (4) Forthcoming
41. 【1】 Of all the new sitcoms popular recently, this is my __________ show.
(1) least favorite (2) less favorite (3) no favorite (4) not favorite
42. 【3】 It's been raining heavily all day long; the lowlands __________ by now.
(1) flood (2) have flooded (3) have to be flooded
(4) have been flooded
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43. 【1】 __________, the dark smoke from the burning oil wells absorbs
sunlight, and the surrounding air is heated.
(1) In theory (2) Likewise (3) Nevertheless (4) With assumption
44. 【3】 In this area, each tree is less than 20 inches in diameter, and
__________ are required to be preserved under a land use review for
erecting a council house for low incomers.
(1) a few trees (2) few trees (3) none of the trees
(4) some of the trees
45. 【3】 The aurora borealis can ___________ in north Finland in the early
morning hours.
(1) observe (2) be observing (3) be observed (4) been observed
46. 【4】 __________ in Silicon Valley eventually is his main goal in life as an
engineer of information technology.
(1) To go (2) To remember (3) To talk (4) To work
47. 【3】 He thought he could escape from his problems by __________.
(1) deciding with (2) giving off (3) running away (4) taking up
48. 【4】 You'll think __________ if you see these scaly, speedy insects running
around the dark corners of your home. They come out at night to eat
paper, grains, cereals, and dried glue.
(1) for this purpose (2) granted that (3) in brief (4) something's
fishy
49. 【3】 "I'll tell you in the car, let's boogie __________ of here, I feel we are
being watched."
(1) of out (2) off out (3) on out (4) upon out
50. 【2】 "Genocide has been committed in Darfur and that the Government of
Sudan and the Jingaweit bear responsibility,” reported by Colin Powell,
who was not beating __________ like Clinton's administration did
during the Rwanda Genocide.
(1) about the woods (2) around the bush (3) away the brook
(4) under the bridge
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